Cyberscholarship; or, “A Rose Is a Rose Is a . . .”

In the 1970s, a groundbreaking project at the University of California at Irvine put the complete canon of Greek literature on a CD: the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG). This changed the nature of scholarly practice in the community of Classical Greek scholarship. For example, a scholar could now search for all of the uses of the word agape across the range of literature in seconds rather than (as had been traditional) spending ten years visiting obscure libraries in beautiful locations. Given the collective concern today about carbon footprints, perhaps we should feel happy about this form of automation. However, there were some serious problems with this early electronic effort. For example, the TLG made a series of pre-fixed decisions about interpretations of several contestable terms, meaning that (much as with the Odyssey today) we were left with a definitive snapshot of a moving tradition. More significantly, a Classics scholar pointed out some years later that his colleagues were not asking new questions: they were asking the same questions as always but just getting quicker responses. Even though the project was “computerized,” was it really doing new things? A rose is a rose is a . . .

This question has deep historical and organizational roots. JoAnne Yates and others have, with reason, argued that modern computing (from punch-card technology) arose with the insurance industry. These firms were trying to cut their marginal costs so as to reach their lower-middle-class and working-class clients. In turn, this expansion would allow them to become the largest companies in the world by the mid-nineteenth century. To do so, they needed to handle huge amounts of statistical data from which actuarial tables could be produced, permitting them (again, with minimal overhead) to quote a life insurance rate for any client. They made organizational changes, forming hierarchies of clerks and new labor divisions that delegated routine mathematical tasks to the lower ranks, thus allowing the managerial and research branches to maximize decision efficiency. In turn, these organizational changes formed a strong market for new information technologies, including standardized ways of dealing with “sub-prime” clients and unusual profiles. (Likewise, many believe that Simula, one of the first object-oriented programming languages, was intended to reflect how actual information flows in organizations were changing.)

This is a persuasive story, but in many ways it is a kind of just-so story. Consider a counternarrative. Paul David wrote a thought-provoking article about the “productivity paradox” and computing. The paradox was that as computers were widely introduced in the 1970s, productivity actually went down over a twenty-year period. Economists were troubled by this, to say the least. David compared this situation to the shift from centrally managed steam power generators in factories in the 1880s to more flexible, locally adaptable electric generators by the 1890s. In that instance, a similar productivity paradox occurred over two decades. David suggests that decades were required to “think” the new technologies. Electric generators were very bad steam generators, just as computers are in fact very expensive and buggy typewriters. (In the 1970s, Bowker was part of a company that decided to deinstall its computers and go back to IBM Selectric typewriters, on just these grounds.)

So can we align these two stories—one about organizational change causing technology developments and one about technology developments causing organizational change? The response often given is that there is no single line of causation: practices and the division of labor in and of themselves will not revolutionize computing, nor vice versa. With respect to cyberscholarship, the issue of causality is especially complex. A very wide range of organizational developments in industry, commerce, and higher education has occasioned interrelated changes in computing. In addition, the development of new forms of infrastructure for computing, information, and knowledge management has pushed and pulled many forms of these interrelated changes. For instance, the switch to Google as an ordinary part of most scholars’ and technology developers’ reference libraries has meant the often unconscious buy-in to the structures of Google, including the hierarchy of links, sponsored links, and the anonymous rankings of import. At the same time, users can refine and reconfigure searches, can ignore sponsored links, or can take Google as a kind of problematic encyclopedia: a good place to begin but never to end. The new opportunities that are so created are far wider than the translation of any one organization into technology. Google has changed how many of us work. Simply put, we can, for pragmatic reasons, put

Can we align these two stories—one about organizational change causing technology developments and one about technology developments causing organizational change?
to one side “only” those changes in the academic or research loci that have led to the new computing technology (even though this is an extremely interesting topic, particularly with respect to inter-disciplinarity). We are then logically free to concentrate on the affordances that the new technology offers cyberscholarship as a means of transforming the nature of scholarship.

The two of us are involved, as information scientists, in methodological and ontological research that may allow us to understand the interplay of various logics and spawn tools that other fields may also use in the future. So she gives the domain scientist billion-pixel scientific visualizations and “always-aware” video-conferencing that permits permanent links between distributed facilities. As often as not, productivity grinds to a halt. This is a form of productivity paradox indeed, including not just the new forms of articulation work (delicately solving real-time problems so that the longer are of work may continue), changes in routines, and new technologies but also a semantic problem that, like the problem itself, seems to recurse as soon as one gets close to it.

While both the domain scientist and the computer scientist want to push forward, and elaborate, their single fields, neither really understands what it means to transform a field through cyberscholarship. The domain scientist is caught up in doing stuff more quickly—à la TLG—and with an eye toward community cohesion. The computer scientist is interested in a seemingly more abstract problem: how to make tools that a broad swath of disciplines can use, that push well beyond single-user or even single-community solutions and toward sweeping infrastructural tools that may benefit as many as possible.3 Who will translate between these two scientists?

Here is a role for intermediation, of just the sort that library and information scientists, and ethnographers, have always done. We need to train information scientists to act as honest brokers between these two (or more) scientific communities. We must understand enough of the domain science to be able to think changes in it both short and long—to be able to take the point of view of emergency problem-solving and long-term tool development. Equally, we must understand enough of the more abstract computer science to imagine how those changes might operate. Finally, we must help to develop good pidgin languages that will enable genuine collaboration between the two scientific communities. Fortunately, one historical precedent confirms the possibility of this “re-intermediation” work. The participatory design community in Scandinavia grew out of the need to reconcile union and management desiderata in the implementation of new information technologies. This has led to the nascent growth of a new academic community trained in just these negotiation skills.6

Crucially, this intermediation work is not just “about” negotiation. It is genuinely intellectually creative work that can envision the future, a generative meshing of a series of now-singular trajectories in the present. This is both a service role and a theoretical role (ontology dialogue between fields, for example) that is traditional to Library and Information Science scholarship and will be central to the new iSchool (information school) scholarship. Refusing both universal and parochial solutions, we have the chance to develop new methods and new vocabularies.
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